
Three Little Pigs
One little pig had to camp in a tent 
after the mishap.

There were no sticks left to fix his cabin.

One little pig had to sleep in a steel shed at 
the end of a farmyard.

His hut was in tatters!

One little pig still had a strong, brick shelter 
with three rooms. That pig was smug.
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Quick Questions
1. Find and copy one phrase that means 

the same as ‘ruined’. 

 

2. How many rooms did the brick shelter have? 
Tick one. 

   three 
   six  
   thirteen

3. How do you think the first two pigs 
are feeling? Why? 

  

 

4. What might the pig with the brick shelter 
do next? 
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Answers
1. Find and copy one phrase that means 

the same as ‘ruined’. 

in tatters

2. How many rooms did the brick shelter have? 
Tick one. 

   three

3. How do you think the first two pigs 
are feeling? Why? 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think 
that the first two pigs are feeling 
disappointed because the third pig 
is not sharing his home with them.

4. What might the pig with the brick shelter 
do next? 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: The pig 
with the brick shelter might let the other 
two pigs live with him because there are 
three pigs and the house has three rooms. 
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